
Director AB 1234 Report 
 
Director name: Gary Martin 
Meeting attended: Urban Water Institute Spring Water Conference 
Date of meeting: February 7 – 9, 2018 
Location: Palm Springs Hilton 
Board meeting to be presented at: February 20, 2018 
 
Points of interest: 
The conference included sessions on climate change, the future of dams in California, water rates, 
unintentional consequences of the recent drought (strange title as I don’t think the drought had any 
intentions, intended or otherwise), a case study on finding a regional solution to groundwater contamination 
without litigation, water pricing and its effect on conservation efforts, a debate over Cal WaterFix, a discussion 
of various City water departments on “control of water,” a panel discussion on water conservation legislation, 
including a presentation by Senator Robert Hertzberg, and finally a panel discussion on efforts to restore the 
Salton Sea. 
 
Highlights: 
1. The climate change session was a presentation by Dr. Jerry Schubel, CEO and President. Aquarium of the 
Pacific. Dr. Schubel made a very interesting presentation on the long range effects of climate change, based on 
the assumption that it is proven fact. I noted that Dr. Schubel is apparently an advocate of nuclear power, and 
in the end an advocate of greater seafood production / consumption as a viable solution to the coming food 
shortage by 2050. 
2. With respect to dams in California, the discussion seemed to center around the need to do more and better 
with regards to integrated groundwater storage solutions, and some of programs being advocated by ACWA 
and what the California Water Commission is doing to roll out Prop 1 funding. 
3. The discussion of affordable water rates included the different rules that govern the rate setting process for 
private and public water providers.  
4. One of more interesting presentations was how the recent drought affected water suppliers: a) reduced 
water use, b) reduced revenue, c) increased water rates, d) reduced sewer flow, e) increased maintenance 
costs. 
5. The litigation session was basically a case study on the Chino Basin Desalter Authority and how it was 
created to address the south Ontario TCE plume in a cooperative approach and thus avoided costly and 
unproductive law suits. 
6. The water pricing session was presented by Jeffery Hughes, Director of Environmental Finances Center, 
School of Government, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. The major take-away was based on surveys 
and research, pricing has but a limited effect on conservation and is not the primary tool for most utilities. 
“Rate structures can only get you so far.” But then, we already knew that. 
7. The CA WaterFix session seemed to be opposing sides presenting their respective positions with no 
significant or meaningful common ground, and no solution in site. Noah Oppenheim, Executive Director. Pacific 
Coast Federation of Fisherman’s Association, ended his slide presentation with “See You in Court Jerry.” 
8. The conservation session was very good and Senator Robert Hertzberg mad a presentation that showed a 
good understanding and appreciation of water issues across the state.  
 
I thought that the conference was well done and I appreciate being able to attend. 
 
Gary Martin 
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DIRECTOR AB 1234 REPORT 
 
 

Director Name:  Jacquelyn McMillan 
Meeting Attended:  Urban Water Institute's Conference at the Hilton Palm Springs 

Hotel 
Dates/Times:  February 7‐9, 2018 
Presented at:  February 20, 2018 
No. of Attendees:  200 representatives in the water industry 
Brochure/Agenda:  Agenda Attached 
Points Of Interest:  See below 
 
The conference covered various subjects: 
 

 Climate Change and It's Impacts on Water Supply 
 The Future of Dams in California and the challenges of qualifying for $2.7 billion 

of 20014 Proposition Bond Funding 
 Affordable Water Rates and The Water Rate Payer.  Who's obligation is it to pay 

for underserved areas? 
 The unintended Consequences of the most recent drought and its impacts to 

portable water systems, water rates, recycling water and water sewer systems. 
 How to avoid costly litigation when groundwater basins are polluted? 
 Water usage and pricing practices across the state. 
 Update on the California WaterFix from urban and fishery group's perspectivies. 
 Challenges of the State taking on more control over water. 
 How to make Conservation and Way of Life. 
 Updates on the Salton Sea. 
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